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SGA considers campus smoking ban
Samantha Bushey
staff writer

Changing to a smokefree campus can impact people’s lifestyles and is something that has raised debate
at SCSU.
That is why the Student
Government
Association
(SGA) held special elections
last month with a possible
smoking ban as one of the
four questions.
The smoking ban was

posed as a non-binding
question; meaning that even
though 56 percent of voting
SCSU students voted for a
ban, it is not going to happen
yet.
“Now we have to do research into how to actually
implement it,” said Derek
Mihm, SGA president. “It
will come up again once
we’re ready to implement
it.”
A committee will be
looking at how other univer-

FAST FACTS
*56 percent of voting SCSU students voted for a ban.
*A committee now will look at how other universities
have gone smoke free and will design a similar plan for
SCSU.

sities, such as Winona State
University and Minnesota
State University — Moorhead, have gone smoke free,
and will design a similar plan
for SCSU, Mihm said.
Mihm said a smoking ban

for SCSU would most likely
not be happening until 2010
or 2011 because the students
will have to vote again in a
binding election for it to be
implemented.
Student Health Services

on campus is hosting one
of five regional trainings by
the University of Minnesota
Boynton Health Service next
week for SCSU administrators to find out what other
campuses have done to become smoke free, what they
learned in the process and to
create an opportunity for discussion about tobacco free
campus initiatives.
Lowering the drinking age to 18 was another
non-binding question from

the special elections and it
passed by 51 percent.
Mihm said the reason for
this question was that SCSU
President Earl Potter went to
a conference and displayed
an interest in a lower legal
drinking age, so SGA asked
this question to give him student body feedback.
As far as having SCSU’s
own university calendar and
not having to follow the

•See Smoking ban/ Page 4

City
council
approves
rezoning

SCSU
looks for
provost

Plans for a student
housing a commercial
development on Fifth
Avenue were
approved after debate.

researchers and leaders on
our campus and applaud
their individual and collective efforts to improve our
community and society.
“Graduate students can
make the school more visible outside campus. They
encourage us to be published and expand what we
are learning here out into the
academic community,” said
Mike May, graduate student
in the English department.
Over 1,700 students
enroll in graduate courses

SCSU is in the process
of hiring a candidate for the
position of provost and vice
president for academic affairs.
The provost for academic
affairs reports directly to the
president of SCSU on all
matters regarding academics
and is the chief academic officer of the university.
The provost’s role is to
provide oversight for all the
academic units of the university. Deans of all the colleges,
including LR&TS, graduate
studies, undergraduate and
continuing studies, report to
the provost and vice president of academic affairs.
The current provost is
Michael Spitzer, who is retiring this year. According
to the information posted
on the SCSU Web site, the
minimum requirements the
candidate must possess include a doctorate degree and
a minimum of 10 years of
experience with increasing
responsibility in higher education at the university level.
These candidates are also
expected to show a strong
commitment to cultural diversity and affirmative action
and a good knowledge of
current trends and issues in
higher education. Principal
Steve Leo and senior associate of Storbeck/Pimentel &
Associate Vicki Henderson
are supporting the search for
this position by the university.
The search advisory
committee for provost and
vice president for academic
affairs is chaired by Wanda
Overland.
“By early April we hope
to start the interview process,” Overland said. “We
are on schedule to bring the
potential candidates by the
end of April.”
After receiving the applications from candidates,
airport interviews for these
candidates will begin. Airport interviews are the processes where candidates are
interviewed by the search
committee at the airport, after which they return home.
The list of possible candidates is narrowed down
after this round of airport interviews and the candidates
who make it past this round
are brought to SCSU, where
they are introduced to the
faculty and staff of and get a
personal feel for the

•See Grad students/ Page 4

•See Provost hiring/ Page 4

Mohammed Kareem
staff writer

Emily Peterson
Staff writer
A large crowd showed up
to the St. Cloud City Hall meeting Tuesday night to testify in
favor of and against proposed
rezoning requests that would
allow a student housing and
commercial building to be built
on the former Coborn’s grocery
store lot on Fifth Avenue.
The proposed building
would include commercial
space, an SCSU welcome
center, housing for over 400
students and an underground
parking space.
The six members of the
planning commission listened
to public testimonies for over
two hours.
Representatives of the Coborn group and developers
along with SCSU administrators and members of the public
testified in favor of the rezoning that would allow the student housing and commercial
project to be built.
Members from the Coborn
group and development group
said the rezoning would play a
deciding role in completing the
Fifth Avenue Live! Project.
Developer Frank Dunbar
presented a virtual tour of the
planned building to the large
crowd. He said the retail space
included in the building would
be critical to St. Cloud. Dunbar
also mentioned the amenities
the student housing would include such as security cameras
and personal bathrooms.
“It will give that particular
customer everything that particular customer is looking for,”
Dunbar said.
Current SCSU students in
favor of the project said they
would be willing to pay extra
in order to feel secure. It is estimated that a student living in
the new housing would have to
pay over $700 a month in rent
and parking.
SCSU President Earl Potter
said the housing project would
help with the university’s need
for 500 more bedrooms. He
also said the housing could offer a place for students to live
while the on-campus housing
facilities were renovated.
Other members of the public said the housing project
would bring innovation and
something new to the downtown area.
Another group, made up of
residents of the Fifth Avenue

•See 5th Ave. plans/ Page 3
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Jon McCormick in the orange hat and Cole Strand in the mask were the leaders of the peaceful protest
against the Iraq war on Saturday.

Local activists protest war
Jack Hennes
asst. News editor

FAST FACTS

Over 20 anti-war protesters gathered
in downtown St. Cloud Saturday afternoon six years after President George
W. Bush ordered the invasion of Iraq.
The protesters gathered at 1 p.m. at
the Stearns County Courthouse armed
with banners, signs, and musical instruments.
After an hour-long sit-in, the protesters marched through downtown and
the historic Southside Neighborhood.
The protesters ended at Lake George,
where they occupied the lake’s northeast plaza throughout the afternoon.
The event was organized by St.
Cloud area activists Jon McCormick
and Cole Strand. The duo promoted the

*March 21 marked the sixth year of
the Iraq War.
*Six years ago, over 200 protesters
gathered at the St. Cloud City Hall.

rally with their newly-formed group,
ST. CLOUD AGAINST RACISM
(S.C.A.R.).
“I’ve spent years chanting in the
streets. I don’t think three more years
is good enough,” McCormick said. “It’s
pretty much ridiculous. There is no justified reason for war.”
The annual anti-war rally was held

at the Barnes & Noble bookstore on Division Street for the past five years. Seasoned activists Zach Dorholt and Merle
Nolde were forced to participate in the
downtown rally as the usual Barnes &
Noble patrons have called their annual
anti-war rally quits.
“I don’t know why not this year, but
nothing’s over. It’s just shifting over to
Afghanistan,” Dorholt said.
Community activist Merle Nolde
said the election of Barack Obama has
influenced many to assume the war is
over.
“I think we kind of assumed with
the election of Obama that our hopes
with foreign policy have been brought
to a new focus. Bringing 11,000 new

•See War protests/ Page 3

Graduate student week
Marli Stewart
staff writer

SCSU has designated
this week as their Graduate
Student Appreciation week.
Graduate student appreciation started nationally in
the early ‘90s with the National Association of Graduate Professional Students.
This is SCSU’s second annual celebration of graduate
student appreciation.
A number of sponsors are
providing events throughout
the week to celebrate graduate students and their contri-

bution to campus.
“We started because grad
students are about 12 percent of the student population, but they are on campus
nights and weekends and
they are kind of invisible,”
said Melanie Guentzel, director of graduate studies.
“It’s a way to call attention
to the amount of graduate
education at SCSU.”
There will be a kiosk in
Atwood from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. every day this week, a
reception in Atwood from 3
to 5 p.m. on Thursday and a
social at the Green Mill from
4 to 6 p.m.

The dating doctor offers advice

Page 3

International
speaker David
Coleman passed
out dating advice to students
Tuesday night.

Each college will be doing something particular for
their college at the social on
Friday. There will also be a
prize drawing that includes
Husky apparel, gift certificates and more.
“It’s a way for graduate
students to get to know each
other because they don’t live
around the campus area,”
said Edlira Kostallari, graduate assistant. “It is meant to
show appreciation for all
their hard work.”
This week is dedicated
to recognizing the contributions that graduate students
make as learners, teachers,

Cloud Cult to perform at SCSU

Page 7

www.universitychronicle.com

Minnesota band,
Cloud Cult, will
be performing at
SCSU on April
16 in Atwood
Center’s
Ballroom.

Pitching duo fuel hot start

Page 12

SCSU pitchers Dave
Deminsky
and Tim Scott
anchor an
undefeated
starting staff.
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Mississippi to crest nearly 11 feet
ST. CLOUD, Minn. –– The Mississippi River and the Sauk River
are expected to crest one foot higher than the National Weather Service
warned Wednesday morning.
The Mississippi River is expected to crest at 10.8 feet in St. Cloud,
inches from reaching the 11-foot major flood mark. The Sauk River is
also expected to crest near the major flood mark at 8.6 feet.
Stearns County emergency officials have ordered another 20,000 sandbags. Volunteer sandbaggers can call 320-255-7625.
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LAKE OF THE WOODS, Minn. –– Canadian authorities have recovered the bodies of two Minnesotans who broke through the ice of Lake of the
Woods over the weekend.
According to Ontario Provincial Police, divers found the bodies of Wayne
Windahl, 47 and Jeremy Windahl, 16.
Provincial Police say that the Windahls were travelling across the Canadian side of the lake when their snowmobile fell through a thin patch of ice.

Nation

Jet crashes near Calif. air force base

3

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. –– An F-22 fighter jet crashed
Wednesday near Edwards Air Force Base in Southern California. There was
no immediate word on whether the pilot of the aircraft ejected.
The F-22 raptor crashed 35 miles northeast of the base, Pentagon spokesman Gary Strassburg said. He did not have any information about the area
where the jet crashed.
Rescue crews were en route and the pilot’s status remains unknown.
Radar-evading F-22s each cost $140 million and are designed for air dominance.

World

5

U.S. missiles kill Pakistani militants

DERA ISMAIL KHAN, Pakistan –– A suspected U.S. missile attack
killed eight militants Wednesday in the stronghold of Pakistan’s top Taliban commander, officials said.
Officials also claim several foreigners were killed in the attack. The
strike damaged two vehicles near Makeen, a town bordering Afghanistan
in the South Waziristan region.
Makeen is the base of Baitullah Mehsud, the leader of Pakistan’s Taliban movement. Pakistani officials claim Mesud and al-Qaeda have become close allies.

1. (3/22/09) Intoxicated individuals (male students), A3Lot
2. (3/22/09) Intoxicated individuals (female students),
Parking Ramp (grounds)
3. (3/23/09) Theft (personal wallet), Halenbeck Hall
4. (3/24/09) Matter of information, Parking Ramp
5. (3/24/09) Theft (attempted), Husky Hub

Chronicle Online Poll

Weird news

Nude suspect shot while fighting police

NEWPORT, Del. –– Delaware State Police said a trooper shot a naked
Wilmington, Del. man who was beating the officer with a police radio.
The trooper found Fabian Silvestre, 35, standing naked on Route 4
around 2:45 a.m. Wednesday. Police say Silvestre charged the trooper
and was maced after a struggle.
Silvestre appeared unaffected by the pepper spray and took the trooper’s radio and beat him with it. Silvestre suffered a shot in the shoulder.
Police later subdued Silvestre with a stun gun.

St. Cloud State University
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, Minnesota
56301-4498

Will you help an organization clean up
campus this Spring?
aYes, our campus is messy.
aNo.

Vote at www.universitychronicle.com
Last week’s question:
Will you watch ‘Dating Doctor’ David Coleman give his presentation on Tuesday?

This day in history
Interesting events from the past

–– 0752 Pope Stephen II dies four days after his election
–– 1668 England takes control of Bombay India
–– 1684 Composer Johann Graf is born
–– 1794 Josiah Pierson patents a rivet machine
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–– 1804 Territory of Orleans organized in Louisiana Purchase

Corrections

–– 1804 Congress orders removal of Indians east of 		

In the March 23, 2009
edition, the Intermission
article titled “Massive
Monkeys” should have
been spelled “Massive
Monkees.”

Mississippi to Louisiana
–– 1892 Walt Whitman dies in Camden, N.J.
–– 1872 7.8 earthquake shakes Owens Valley, California

Local weather forecast
Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Mostly Cloudy

Mostly Cloudy

High: 34 °F
Low: 20 °F

High: 35 °F
Low: 23 °F

Mostly Cloudy
High: 37 °F
Low: 26 °F

Sunday

Partly Cloudy
High: 38 °F
Low: 26 °F

In the Feb. 26, 2009
edition, the Intermission article “The World
of Gary Zimmermann”
indicated that Zimmermann was an employee
of Teleproduction Solutions. Zimmerman is
not an employee of this
company. The correct
spelling of Teleproduction Solutions producer
is Philip N. Wright.
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Dating doctor dishes out advice
Jun-Kai Teoh
staff writer

with potential to be dated.
He said the four factors to
keep in mind when finding
potential dates are attraction,
believability, chemistry and
desire.
The audience was taught
how to read the signs people
use to show interest and the
ways to determine if a relationship is healthy.
When asked how he is
able to understand something so complex, Coleman
said he “believes he has been
blessed with an ability to
connect with people.”
“Also I have a photographic memory for more
words and feelings and
thoughts,” Coleman said.
“So it’s almost unfair. One
audience teaches me what
I need to know for the next
audience.”
Throughout the show he
challenged the audience to
come up with pickup lines
he had not heard of and also
gave the audience the opportunity to ask him any questions they wanted during a
“Five Minute Frenzy.”
Coleman said the most
common problem in college
relationships is the different
sexual primes between men
and women. He said, “guys
are looking to date half the

David Coleman, “The Date Doctor,” had the audience laughing at points during
his lecture but made sure to get serious about relationship topics.

David Coleman, the
“Dating Doctor,” gave free
tips and advice on relationships and dating at 7 p.m.
Tuesday at the Ritsche Auditorium.
Sponsored by R.E.A.C.H.
Peer Educators and Residential Life, the night proved
to be a success as the auditorium was filled with an
engaged and enthusiastic
crowd.
Coleman has been giving
relationship advice for over
15 years. He slowly became
a dating doctor when he was
in college and realized he
could meet people easily, especially women.
Later on he became a college activities director and
did programs on relationships and eventually became
the dating doctor he is today.
“The movie ‘Hitch’ is basically my life,” he said.
Coleman said it is important to find someone who
complements a person rather
than completes the person.
He said everyone should be
complete on their own.
He kept the audience interested by giving advice on
how to narrow down people

War protests

5th Ave. plans

Jakob gilk/visuals editor

Continued from Page 1
troops to Afghanistan is
not moving,” Nolde said.
Nolde coordinates the
local Pax Christi group. Pax
Christi is a group dedicated
to promoting nonviolent resolution of conflicts.
“We have to shift to a new
perception of how we achieve
peace,” Nolde said.
Six years ago, over 200
angry protesters gathered at
the St. Cloud City Hall to

show dislike for former President George W. Bush’s decision to invade Iraq. Dorholt
and Nolde were present at
that memorable gathering.
“There were protests all
over the country that day,”
Dorholt said. “We would either get the middle finger or
a honk for peace. I just didn’t
think it would last this long.”
It seemed to be the same
case six years later, as every

other car honked for peace or
shouted negative comments.
One citizen remarked “misguided youth” while others
shouted “I love the war” from
their vehicles.
Men driving a large
pickup truck voiced negative
comments over an intercom,
provoking Strand to scream
“It’s bulls--t, get off it. This
war is for profit,” in the vehicle’s direction.
Dorholt said he is glad
that America’s youth is involved in activism. “I used to
be one of the youngest people
at these things, now I’m one
of the oldest. High school
kids led this. It’s pretty awesome,” Dorholt said.

Continued from Page 1
area, other building developers and members of the
nearby Islamic center argued
against the rezoning and
building of the complex.
The current plan would
place a 50-foot wall about
five feet away from the nearby mosque, the only mosque
in St. Cloud. Members of
the Islamic center said they
would feel unsafe and oppressed if the rezoning re-

quest was granted. They
expressed concern about the
ability to pray and worship
if the complex was built so
close to the mosque.
Local landlords said the
building was unnecessary
because the average vacancy rate in St. Cloud student
housing is already more than
16 percent.
Housing developers from
the area said the develop-

campus and then go ‘maybe’
while women are looking for
someone kind of nice that
they can go ‘hey, this is my
boyfriend.’”
“The number one complaint to my Web site last
year from women was ‘Why
are men such horrible physical lovers?” Coleman said in
his talk. He then listed some
advice he had for men and
had the women in the audience cheer to the tips they
agree with.
The number one factor
women look for in a man
is if he can make her laugh
and not the car he drives or
the money he has, Coleman
said.
Marise Oyouba, an aviation major at SCSU, said she
does not think she will rely
on everything he said completely but that it was a fun
event to attend.
“He didn’t even say anything that I didn’t know,”
says Catarina Kirchner. “It’s
just things that everybody
knows.”
Coleman does about
200 shows a year, about 150
which are in colleges. He
speaks in all 50 states per
year and does a lot of programs for the military service as well.

ment group should not be
given special treatment.
Other members of the
public against the rezoning
request said they were concerned about the large number of college students in
one area because of possible
increase in crime, noise and
congestion.
After over three hours of
testimonies, questions and
comments the planning commission voted in favor of rezoning the area by a vote of
5-1.
The St. Cloud City Council will have the final say in
the rezoning request. That
meeting is planned for April
6.

News
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Hmong culture brought to campus
Kurtis Neu
contributing writer

The Hmong Student Organization hosted Hmong
Night last Saturday in the
Atwood Ballroom.
The evening’s theme,
“Retracing our Footsteps,”
carried into the night as students demonstrated, through
dance, music, art and food
the vibrant, complex history
of the Hmong people.
“It was a great opportunity for our organization to
reach out to the community
and share our culture,” said
Sue Vang, president of the
Hmong Student Organization.
“A lot of people don’t
know who Hmong people
are,” Vang said. “An event

like this is a great way to let
them know.”
Phillip Pao Yang, a professor from Madison, Wis.,
was the keynote speaker at
the event. Yang, who moved
to the U.S. during the Vietnam War, spoke about the
difficulty of tracing Hmong
history.
The Hmong have struggled for a long time to figure
out where their ancestors
originated, Yang said. He
offered a fitting quote from
Confucius: “It takes a hundred years to grow a tree, but
a thousand years to trace its
roots.”
Yang also applauded
SCSU Hmong students for
sharing Hmong culture with
the campus and community.
“We should celebrate

FAST FACTS
*The evening’s theme was “Retracing our Footsteps.”
*Tseng Zong Yang performed on the Hmong flute and
Teng Xiong performed on the Qeej, a traditional Hmong
instrument.

diversity,” Yang said. “ You
[students] are here for a great
purpose — not only to get a
degree, but to learn from one
another.”
A colorful Hmong story
cloth stretched from one end
of the stage to the other and
provided a perfect backdrop
for the night’s performers.
Tseng Zong Yang, who
played the Hmong flute, and
Teng Xiong who shared his

musical talent on the Qeej,
a traditional Hmong instrument, were among many talented SCSU Hmong students
who performed.
A reenactment of a battle
between the Hmong and the
Chinese, two lovers forced to
say goodbye, and a Hmong
boy unsure of his own identity were all part of the skits
performed by the students.
The Atwood Ballroom

was abuzz with enjoyment
as audience members took in
the show. Duane Kaaz, a senior at SCSU, said he attended Hmong Night to become
more culturally competent.
“I think it’s good to learn
about another culture and
to educate yourself,” Kaaz
said. “There was great entertainment and good food
too. What else could you ask
for?”
Rice with stir fry egg
noodles, yellow chicken curry, chicken with bamboo and
peapods and a traditional,
sweet-tasting Hmong dessert
called Nam Vam transfixed
audience members’ taste
buds.
“I’m a fan of spicy food,”
said Wendy Overland, the
vice president of Student

Life and Development. “So
I really liked the chicken
curry.”
There are 21 different
cultural nights put on by
organizations at SCSU and
each one is beneficial, said
Overland.
For students, parents,
faculty and community
members, the event offered
a comprehensive history and
geography lesson. For people who are unable to travel,
events like Hmong night
bring a part of the world to
SCSU.
“Every time I go to a
cultural night I learn something new,” Overland said.
“It makes me so proud of the
students at SCSU. The events
are simply enriching.”

Provost hiring Grad students Smoking ban
Continued from Page 1
campus.
The search committee
hopes to have the candidates
on campus by the end of
April. A public forum will
be held so students of SCSU
will get a chance to see and
hear from the candidates
themselves.
These candidates will be
evaluated by the members
of the search committee and
faculty of SCSU.
Feedback about these
candidates will be sent to
the president of SCSU, with
whom the final decision
rests.
SCSU’s Student Government Association is
represented by Amanda
Bardonner on this search
committee.
Bardonner said students
choose SCSU over other
universities because of its
smaller class sizes, but with
the budget cuts that are com-

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1
ing up for the next fiscal
year, SCSU might lose this
advantage.
“St. Cloud State is made
up of a very diverse group of
students and it is important
that the person selected for
this position not only understands this but has experience
working with and promoting
diversity,” Bardonner said.
“St. Cloud State has a reputation not only within this
region but also nationally
for its excellent undergraduate programs.
“I feel the provost/vice
president of academic affairs
needs to acknowledge this
and strive to maintain this
reputation through offering
new classes and hiring the
best professors and faculty
at SCSU.”

through SCSI each semester and there are over 60
graduate programs and certificates.
Graduate students are
the invisible backbone of
campus, pushing students to
learn more and delve deeper
into the subjects they are interested in.
“The level of difficulty in
studies is higher in the graduate departments,” Kostallari said. “The way a student
lives is completely different
from being an undergrad.
You have more responsibility, you know more of what
you want and you are studying one specific subject that
you love and want to get into
once you graduate.”
“Being a grad student,
you really get to specialize in
a field and a bachelor’s is not
the ultimate goal for students
today,” May said.
He explained that it is a

lot more voluntary to be a
graduate student, so students
in those classes are more involved.
“You get more insight
and opinions, and you get to
look at the bigger picture of
the purpose of what you are
studying,” he said.
Sponsors for the event
include: The School of
Graduate Studies, Alumni
Relations, Athletics, Atwood Memorial Center, Bo
Diddley’s Deli, Campus
Recreation, Caribou Coffee, College of Education,
College of Science and Engineering, College of Social
Sciences, Herberger College
of Business, Husky Bookstore, Outdoor Endeavors,
Patric Lewandowski, Public
Safety, and Sodexho.

Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities’ (MnSCU)
calendar, 83 percent of the
students who voted said this
is something they want.
Mihm said for this to be a
possibility, SGA will have to
lobby at the Minnesota State
University Student Association (MSUSA).
“We personally don’t
have the resources,” Mihm
said. He said SGA will probably start lobbying at the
April MSUSA conference.

The last of the four questions was whether or not to
implement a constitutional
revision, and it passed by 94
percent.
“We cut out unnecessary
language to allow for flexibility,” Mihm said. “We left
it up to each administration
to do what they want.”
Elections for SGA positions will take place Monday,
April 13 through Wednesday,
April 15 and SGA encourages everyone to vote.

“N

ow we have to do research into
how to actually implement it. It will come
up again once we’re ready to implement
it.”

Derek Mihm

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOC. PRESIDENT
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Economic times makes
life after graduation grim
For many collike these, so
Paul
lege seniors who
there’s no sense
Crawford
are graduating this
in getting all “raspring
(myself
tional” and “reincluded)
there
sponsible.” Stay
is quite possibly
away from these
a huge unknown
“r-words.” They
about what to do
are just tools used
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by the white male
of school. At this
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point in time, that
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particular quesinto
a
life
of acOpinions
tion has probably
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Editor
never been more
submission.
difficult to anIf
you’re
swer.
stuck, anxious, fretting or
Unemployment figures just procrastinating about
haven’t been this high in de- what to do after graduation,
cades, and there are no prom- (undoubtedly some of you
ising signs of a turnaround still are) here are a few sceany time in the near future. narios you can feel free to
Many of the baby-boomers adopt and adapt to your own
have lost a significant portion liking.
of their retirement funds, efJoin the military. By joinfectively pushing back their ing the armed forces you will
planned retirement dates, find the structure you so deskeeping an entire genera- perately need in order to betion of workers impatiently come a productive member
waiting for work. The wait of the society. Recruitment
wouldn’t be so bad were it numbers have increased over
not for the healthy sum of the past year due to the exdebt that will not wait.
cellent benefits provided by
College tuition has never the government and other
been this expensive. The av- enticing aspects of the G.I.
erage debt level for an under- Bill.
graduate exceeds $20,000,
Also a positive: the handand for many of us, that fig- some enlistment bonuses
ure is substantially higher. that can amount to as much
Graduate school may be an as $40,000. This will turn
option for some of us, but almost any anti-war doperwho wants to double their hippie into a straight-laced,
debt at a time like this?
brute killing machine.
Damn it, you big governJoin the Peace Corps. If
ment bureaucrats and social- a 27-month safari in Malawi
ist pigs. Why did you save doesn’t sound like fun, you
the financial industry? I was just haven’t lived yet. Presihoping they would all fail and dent Obama wants to double
I wouldn’t have to pay back the size of the Peace Corps
my loans. But I digress.
and to do so he’s going to
The point is this is all a need some young, dedicated,
lot to think about.
educated grads to go tackle
So where do we go from the enormous problems of
here? The answer: forget poverty, education and deabout it. Not a Donny Brasco velopment in the underde“Hey, fag-ged abad it!” but veloped world.
more like the Dalai Lama,
Unfortunately, the mon12th son of the Lama.
etary benefits are nowhere
At first thought of what near that of the U.S. military
I’m going to do after May 10, (for obvious reasons), but if
I immediately recite the old you have the cojones to do it,
Buddhist mantra “om mani the experience is supposedly
padme hum, om mani padme “once in a lifetime” accordhum” until whatever I was ing to multiple sources.
thinking about is completely
If all else fails, invent
erased from my memory. your very own Ponzi scheme.
If that doesn’t work, I use Everyone, from big corpoan irresponsible amount of rate executives to small town
Southern Comfort, cannabis, sheriffs is trying their hand
and muscle relaxers.
at ripping off the unsuspectIn all seriousness, I guess ing layperson. And now it’s
what I’m advocating is: don’t easier than ever with stepworry about the future. Live by-step instruction available
in the present. Mind and in “21st Century Complete
body as one inseparable en- Guide to Ponzi and Pyramid
tity – or something like that. Schemes, Investment Scams,
Sure, it’s nice to be able Multi-Level
Marketing
to plan a little, but what’s the (MLM), and Affinity Fraud”
point organizing every last available on Amazon.com.
detail of your future? Not
Now go out there and be
too much is certain at times somebody.
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

A letter from President
Obama to the people
To: Everyone in the United
States and most of the rest of
the world.
From: President Barack H
Obama
Subject: Shut Up
It may come as a surprise
to you to receive a message that
begins thusly,
from me, a
person whose
goodwill the
rest of you have
been stretching for quite
awhile. But I’ll
Benjamin repeat it again,
Billman just so I know
that it sunk in.
Shut up.
Why so harsh, you ask?
Well, I have been in office
since January 20. It is now
March 26, same year.
That’s 65 days, unless you
quibble about the hour of the
day now and then. What can
someone complete in 65 days,
conceivably?
Well, you could remodel a
home, write a novel, play one
of those massively multiplayer
online role-playing games to
max level, conduct a scientific
experiment, maybe finish a
game of monopoly.
See something that isn’t on
that list? Yeah. I don’t see “fix
the world economy, get out of
two wars, save the human race
from destruction and make
everyone in America millionaires” on there either. Huh.
Thus, shut up. Cut me
some slack. I’m new to the job.
I know I made a lot of promises, but do you honestly think
I made those from the bottom
of my heart?
If I don’t promise to fix the

economy in a day or two, then
everyone would have voted
for John McCain (who, by the
way, would probably be in just
the same boat I am right now
had he been elected).
It’s easy to sit at home and
complain about me, but just try
to put yourself in my fashionable shoes for a moment. I was
a state senator for Illinois from
1997 to 2004, and jumped to
the U.S. Senate that same year,
where I stayed until November 2008, when I got this new
spiffy job.
I won’t mince hairs. I’m
a pretty smart man, but your
expectations are ridiculous. I
can’t turn an economy around
in three months.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt
needed nearly four years to fix
his economy, and even then
many people say that it took
World War II to truly make our
country strong again.
But I’m not going to embroil us in a war, and in fact
I have begun plans, based on
hours and hours of exhausting
talks with people who actually
understand the Middle Eastern
war, and the Middle East itself,
to withdraw troops from Iraq.
To quote Kevin Costner
from “The Postman,” “Stuffs
getting better. Stuffs getting
better all the time.”
And it is. Money is being
pumped into the economy,
even if people aren’t happy
about where this money is
coming from.
People can listen to their
president speak and hear real,
cultured, Harvard English, instead of that Texas something
that my predecessor spoke.
Former President Bush went to
Yale, too.
No wonder he left the
country in such a mess. If he

Joey LeMay
Managing Editor

Paul Crawford
Opinions Editor

Andy Downs
Opinions Editor

North Korean missiles ready for
launch, but what’s inside of them?
U.S. officials said Wednesday that North Korea
has a long-range ballistic missile ready to be fired on a
launchpad.
But North Korean officials at the nation’s capitol,
Pyongyang, said they will be firing a satellite into space
between April 4-8. The same rocket, the Taepodong-2,
is used for launching both missiles and satellites, leaving South Korean, Japanese and U.S. officials seeing no
difference between the two. This would qualify as an
act of aggression.
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said while in
Mexico that “this provocative action ... will not go unnoticed and there will be consequences.”
U.S. officials believe that North Korea is testing out their long-range missile capabilities with this
launch, and the military has said they would be capable
of intercepting the missile should it be directed at the
U.S. or an ally. However, leader Kim Jong-Il has stated
that intercepting one of their rockets would result in an
act of war.
The reclusive, imperialist-hating nation is playing
quite the poker hand here, and it’s impossible to call a
bluff of any sort; for a nation that doesn’t even allow
cellular phones or broadcasts from anywhere outside of
the country, why in the world would they need a satellite in space?
On the other hand, do they really have nuclear
capabilities as it is? Does a nation full of brainwashed,
uniform-donning pawns with no knowledge of the
outside world aside from anti-American propaganda
actually have nukes?
No, they don’t, but there is a good chance that their
sneaky little “great leader” does. Hold or fold?

-BHO

Quote of the Day:

“P

enalties against possession of a drug should not be
more damaging to an individual than the use of the drug
itself.”
Jimmy Carter
39th U.S. president

Editorial Board
Ali Tweten
Editor

had gone to a good school, like
Harvard, we wouldn’t be in
this pickle right now.
And sure, some jobs are
going down the tubes, but I
contend that that makes us
stronger. Plus, by signing stem
cell research back into action,
I created an uncountable number of jobs in the science fields,
plus made it so that people can
live longer.
People can trust that the
‘fat-cats’ in the high offices
can be held accountable now,
because the government is rapidly getting the power to oversee things.
But even with everything
I have done, still you people
want more. I can’t appease all
of you, and if I try to, I will end
up like Jimmy Carter after four
years. I’m a good looking man,
I don’t want that to happen,
and I know you don’t either.
So here is what I’m asking. Cut me some slack. Back
off. Shut up. Go watch NCAA
basketball games and complain
about your employer and read
a book even.
Give me four years, because I am not going to leave
until that is up, and then you
can complain about me all you
want.
You can whine and complain and moan about how back
in your day you got jobs based
on your fathers’ friends, and not
on your own merits, about how
back in your day CEOs paid
no taxes and made millions of
dollars a year, even when the
companies they worked for
were going bankrupt.
But I strongly believe that
if you wait until then, and don’t
expect a miracle, you will be
pleasantly surprised. Thanks.

Spiritual independence
channeled via Maher
A few weeks ago, a postcard appeared on PostSecret.
com with quite
a disturbing
message.
No,
it
wasn’t
one
of the typical
confessions
weird
Ashlee about
sex or horrible
Dent
parents — this
person
had
sent in a picture of comedian
Bill Maher with the statement, “I hate this man for
messing with my faith just as
I was finding it again.”
Assuming the anonymous
secret-sender had been shaken by Maher’s recent film,
“Religulous,” I scoffed at this
sentiment.
In the movie, Maher ques-

tions a multitude of people
from different faiths about
their individual beliefs and
lifestyles. Over and over Maher states he is simply asking
everyone to examine not only
their own spirituality, but
many of the religions of the
world.
Doing so, he contends,
leads to greater understanding of other cultures. Educating oneself in this way can
also reveal both the strengths
and inconsistencies of one’s
personal convictions.
In my opinion, the postcard writer should welcome
the challenge to his or her
faith. If the god, spirits or
whatever else he or she believes in is actually real and
worthy of emotional investment, this should become

clearer upon investigation.
Choosing to hate Bill Maher or anyone who presents
reasons to doubt religion only
shows the weakness of that
so-called believer.
And if some people’s
spiritual studies lead them to
renounce their previous beliefs?
Good for them.
Life shouldn’t consist
of reading a set of rules and
clinging desperately to them.
Exploring different systems of thought, being openminded about learning, and
discovering who you are is
(no pun intended) a hell of a
lot more fun.
Believe me. (Pun very intended.)

Have an Opinion? Three Ways to Get Your Letters Published..................
M ail

Letters to the Editor
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301

E-M ail

crpa0601@stcloudstate.edu

W eb

http://www.universitychronicle.com

We welcome your responses to topics of current
debate or interest. Submissions must include the
writer’s full name, telephone number and signature, along with either the home address or major
and year.
We typically don’t publish product or performance
endorsements, libelous statements or submissions
containing factual errors.
Questions/comments? Call (320) 308 - 4086
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When will
we learn to
legalize?
Andy
Downs

Opinions
Editor

I’m no economist, but I
know in order for a product to
sell, there has to be a market for
it.
Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton also knows this, which
is why she said Wednesday,
“[The U.S.’s] insatiable demand
for illegal drugs fuels the drug
trade.”
Well hot damn. This
shouldn’t be news to anyone.
We’re a nation of stark-raving
mad drug fiends. Whether legal
or not, Americans, like anyone
else, enjoy the escape and relaxation their normal, anxiety-laden lives don’t naturally have.
That’s why we have a Starbucks or Caribou Coffee on every street corner in America; we
need the fix.
Cigarette laws take away
the personal accountability we
once had, turning us now into
whiny, thumb-sucking babies.
But you can still smoke and get
cancer and there is no violence
over beating weeds.
America loves alcohol as
much as any other nation; in
2007, we drank enough for
every person in the country to
guzzle seven bottles of liquor,
12 bottles of wine and 230 cans
of beer. That’s a lot, even considering that one third of the
population doesn’t drink.
All of these things are
drugs, the most used and abused
of our great nation. But can you
imagine if they were illegal?
Prohibition of caffeine; a coffee
bean war with the Colombians.
A nation of addicted smokers
chucking grenades in the streets
over a pack of Newports? Can
you imagine what banning these
substances would do to the remaining thread holding our
economy up?
And could you imagine
something as wild as the prohibition of alcohol? Good God,
the madness.
But wait — didn’t that already happen? From 1919 to
1933, the U.S. had a different
war on drugs. Instead of battling Mexican drug cartels attempting to satisfy their loyal
customers with the relaxing effects of marijuana, we were doing the same thing to gangsters
and rumrunners trying to satisfy
the country with booze.
Any idea what happened
there? The late Dr. Hunter S.
Thompson said in a 1997 interview about the legalization of
drugs: “Look at Prohibition: all
it did was make a lot of criminals rich.”
That it did. And it also resulted in a whole lot of gunfire,
murder and definitely didn’t
help the slumping economy of
the times.
And look where we’re at
today. A third of the country
doesn’t drink.
How does this not make
sense? Marijuana is illegal because it has been grandfathered
down as a bad thing. Well guess
what, it’s medicine in 13 states.
Now Washington is planning on upping border security
with a $184 billion program to
take and destroy billions of dollars in potential product. Along
with drugs, they hope to get a
hold of the military-style weaponry the drug cartels are using
— but they wouldn’t be stealing those, they’d be taking back
what was theirs, since 90 percent of the weapons and equipment come from the U.S.
New flash, kids. You won’t
have a problem with guns, drugs
or the economy if you legalized
marijuana.
Instead of spending billions on prosecuting, protecting, fighting, incarcerating and
burying bodies every year, why
not make billions by selling it?
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Cloud Cult to play at SCSU
Thursday
March 26, 2009

Dana Johnson
Event Preview
One of the largest acts
birthed from the Minnesota
music scene in the last 10
years, Cloud Cult, will perform at 8 p.m. on Thursday,
April 16 in the Atwood Memorial Center’s Ballroom.
Hosted by University Program Board’s (UPB) Live at
the Quarry committee, the
evening will open with Caroline Smith and the Good Night
Sleeps.
Due to the international
status as a touring band Cloud
Cult has reached, the Live at
the Quarry committee is preparing for possibly one of the
largest shows they have ever
hosted.
“We’re hoping for a really large turn out,” said Josh
Mulder, Live at the Quarry
Coordinator. “We originally
thought we were going to
have it in one venue, but that
got to be not big enough. This
might be our biggest concert
that Live at the Quarry has
ever done.”
KVSC 88.1 FM has agreed
to work with UPB to help promote the show over the next
few weeks both on and off
campus.
“They (KVSC) are going
to be really instrumental in a
lot of promotions. They are
really excited about it and we
are really excited about working with them,” Mulder said.
KVSC has had many past
relations with Cloud Cult beyond playing their music on
the airwaves.
In the fall of 2006, Cloud
Cult played on KVSC’s Monday Night Live. KVSC has
launched a full campaign of
posters and advertisements to
help get a large turnout for the
show.
“KVSC has always sup-

ported the work that they
do. We play their music and
we love what they do,” said
Jo McMullen-Boyer, KVSC
station manager. “When we
saw that UPB was bringing
them we reached out and said,
‘How can we help you get a
good crowd here and get students aware.’”
Over the last ten years,
singer/songwriter Craig Minowa has lead the group into
the international spotlight of
the independent rock world.
Releasing five albums
since 2002, Cloud Cult’s latest release, “Feel Good Ghosts
(Tea-partying through Tornadoes),” made many “Best of
2008” lists from publications
such as The Onion, Denver
Post, Minneapolis Star Tribune and the St. Paul Pioneer
Press.
Cloud Cult just released
a DVD titled “No One Said
It Would Be Easy,” which includes a digital download card
for five live tracks printed on
plantable seed paper.
It will be available in
stores on April 21 and is currently available along with a
sample of Cloud Cult’s music
at www.cloudcult.com.
Cloud Cult’s live show is
one that many fans are anticipating.
Connie Minowa, Craig’s
wife, and Scott West are both
visual artists and full-time
members of the band who do
performance paintings to enhance the band’s sets.
Each painting completed
during the shows are auctioned off during the show.
The money earned is often
given to charity organizations
or used to support Minowa’s
not-for-profit record company,
Earthology Records.
Because of this record
company, Cloud Cult is considered a pioneering “green
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Members of Cloud Cult made this painting during a Monday Night Live performance in 2006 for UTVS and
KVSC. It now resides in the basement of Stewart Hall, in the KVSC offices.
band” of the modern indierock world.
Earthology Records has
provided
eco-consultation
to many international record
companies such as Universal and ASCAP, all the while
keeping the record company’s
headquarters on the Minowas’
small farm in northern Minnesota.
“They are very progressive on many levels, not just
in their music but in their phi-

losophy, in their connection
to people, connection to recycling,” McMullen said. “They
are known as a ‘green’ band.
In their touring they do a lot
of interesting things to make
sure that their impact is minimal.”
Earthology Records produces all Cloud Cult products
out of 100 percent post-consumer recycled materials, and
all of their tours are greened
with energy offsets through

NativeEnergy.com.
The band has also planted
nearly a thousand trees to absorb pollutants from travel
and manufacturing.
Offstage life aside, it is the
music that will draw a crowd
to SCSU on April 16. With
Sarah Young on the cello,
Shannon Frid on the violin,
Shawn Neary on the bass and
Arlen Peiffer on the drums,
Cloud Cult’s music explores
a variety of instruments and

sounds.
Despite the success of
“Feel Good Ghosts,” their live
performances usually include
songs from their last six CDs.
“I want to see this show
succeed on a level that they
(UPB) feel confident that there
is part of the student body
who wants to come and see
independent artists,” McMullen said. “A lot of students are
looking for something different, not just mainstream.”

Mastodon makes a metal Sick of Sarah brought
masterpiece with ‘Skye’ the noise during MNL
Joe Brown
Album Review
Like their name implies,
Atlanta quartet Mastodon
are starting to become the
elephant in the room in the
new wave of American heavy
metal.
Stepping away from
bands like Killswitch Engage,
Avenged Sevenfold or Slipknot, Mastodon has evolved
from their screaming, more
radio-savvy contemporaries
into one of the most respected
metal acts in the country.
With Tuesday’s release
of their latest album “Crack
the Skye,” the group has left
a firm footprint, laying the
ground work as the next big
American metal beasts like
System of a Down or Tool.
From the opening track
“Oblivion,” guitarists Brent
Hinds and Bill Kelliher set
the mood with several tempo
changes from their sludge
guitar sound.
Hinds’ vocals during the
song’s chorus (Falling from
grace ‘cause I’ve been away
too long/Leaving you behind with my lonesome song/
Now I’m lost in oblivion) are
haunting and hypnotic.
The next two tracks, “Divinations” and “Quintessence,”
offer an early-Black Sabbath
sound that acts dirty and unpolished one minute, to melodic and beautiful the next.
On both songs, drummer

Blake Weld/ Asst. Visuals Editor
image courtesy of Mastodonrocks.com

Drummer Brooke Svanes of Sick of Sarah plays drums.

“Crack The Skye” is the latest Mastodon album.

Brann Dailor is able to add
intensity and tension to the
tracks without being over the
top.
In the middle of the album, Mastodon breaks out
an epic four-part track called
“The Czar,” a song based on
controversial Russian figure
Grigori Rasputin.
The beginning has Hinds
singing the eerie lines in his
gravelly-yet-melodic voice
(Don’t stay, run away/he has
ordered assassination/don’t
stay, run away/the henchmen
are gathered and waiting).
The guitar pace picks up
minutes into
the track with
the
sharp,
clean
lyrics of bassist
Troy Sanders,
playing a perfect
contrast
to
Hinds, who
sounds like a
mix of Ozzy
Osbourne
and
Black
Label Society’s
Zakk
Wylde.
“ T h e
image courtesy of headbangersblog.com Czar” finally
ends in a
Mastodon is a metal band that hails from fury of slow
Atlanta, Georgia.

guitar play abruptly faced
with blistering guitar solos.
Think “Stairway to Heaven”
replacing the wizardry with
paranoia and death.
In the title track, Mastodon performs the creepiest
trick anyone could put on record — eerie chimes like a
musical box.
Combined with the weeping guitars in the background
and lyrics about pain and
suicide, the song was written
about Dailor’s 14-year-old
sister who ended her own life
and is very effective, if unsettling.
“The Last Baron” closes
out the CD in a schizophrenic
pace with heaven-and-hell
lyrics.
The precision of the guitars with the frantic paces feel
similar to Rush if the guitars
came from Hell instead of
Canada.
In today’s hard rock atmosphere where radio is dominated about guys getting their
girlfriends drunk/stoned, talking about how good the sex is,
then moping about it.
Mastodon is not radio
friendly, but radio friendly
doesn’t encompass metal.
“Crack the Skye” is what
the genre is supposed to be —
dark, intense and stunning.

blake Weld/ Asst. Visuals Editor

blake Weld/ Asst. Visuals Editor

Jamie Holm, the bassist for Sick of
Sarah.

Jessie Farmer, guitarist for Sick Of
Sarah.

blake Weld/ Asst. Visuals Editor

Abisha Uhl, the lead singer for Sick of Sarah, rocked out with a hat on.
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The Great Debate:
What are the best
video games ever?

Action/Adventure

Arcade

JF: Grand Theft Auto IV (Xbox 360)

JF: Street Fighter 2

There is nothing better for some action than killing a prostitute
after paying for her “services.” And is there more adventure in the
world than stealing helicopters and mowing down your enemies
from the homeland? No. “GTA IV” has it all and more.
Playing an ex-Eastern European military soldier, Niko Bellic,
the gamer gets to step off the boat into Liberty City, homeland of
gangsters, stripper and other wholesome individuals. Plus a soundtrack including the Stooges, Bob Marley and Thin Lizzy to listen to
as you pick off your enemies is an additional plus.

JB: The Legend of Zelda - Ocarina of Time
(Nintendo 64)

This is the only game in the history of mankind that could make
an instrument as wimpy as the ocarina an important and valuable
tool. The combination of weapons, puzzle-solving and strategic
boss fights makes this game stand the test of time.

JL: Shenmue (Sega Dreamcast)

“Shenmue” was ahead of its
time when it came to researching
authentic environment and incorporating them into the game’s
created world.
The storyline develops and
falls into place the further you
go along. Much of the game is
walking around and interacting
with the environment, which
is both culturally accurate for
its location and time in history
(mid-late 1980’s). I cannot say
enough about the game. It was the first time I felt fully consumed
in a world and storyline. “Shenmue” is a visually appealing as it is
liberating.

First-person Shooter
JF: Postal 2 (PC)

“Postal 2” is truly a game that gauges one’s sanity. You can play
the game as a pacifist (and what is the fun in that?) or you can literally go postal with an arsenal made of a shovel, scissors, a cow’s
skull full of Anthrax and even Molotov Cocktails. The plot is merely daily chores of going to the store for milk, returning a library
book and meeting Gary Coleman of “Different Strokes” fame (your
character even gets to kill the celebrity as well).

JB: Goldeneye
(Nintendo 64)

Really? Is this any contest?
“Doom” and “Wolfenstein” may
have existed before “Goldeneye,”
but this Bond game perfected the
system. “Halo,” “Call of Duty”;
all those games, do not exist
without this gem.

JL: Unreal Tournament (Sega Dreamcast)

The Dreamcast version of “Unreal Tournament” stands out to
me both for its diversity of modes and learning curve.
For someone who spent a lot of time playing sports games and
having friends that did also, the short learning curve was great for
us because it meant we could easily transition between genres and
not become frustrated with the speed and controls of the first-person
shooter.

Puzzle
JF: Tetris (Nintendo)

“Tetris” came out towards the end of the Cold War and was
the only acceptable Russian creation in the U.S. I like to think of
“Tetris” as the sole reason the Cold War ended, but I am resigned
to the fact the arms race caused the U.S.S.R to go broke. This game
was catchy in its seemingly simplicity and addictive after you advanced
to harder levels. This game was the
equivalent of crack for gamers.

JB: Leisure Suit Larry
(PC)
If you ever dreamed of being Bluto from “Animal House,” this is the
game for your fantasy. Seriously, the
point of the game is to get laid before
you kill yourself.

JL: Dr. Mario
(Nintendo)

I couldn’t really care less about puzzle games. If I wanted to
kill time doing puzzles, I would attempt to decode all of the subtext
that happened during the conversation of my last date. “Dr. Mario”
was nice in that it mixed a form of “Tetris” with a well-recognized
Nintendo figure.

Sports
JF: Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out (Nintendo)

As Little Mack, at a whopping 105 pounds, you go up against
other boxers well over six-feet tall and weight ranging from 200500 pounds. Eventually, you go toe-to-toe against a pre-rapist era
“Iron” Mike Tyson.
The fun in between is the crazy boxers you face, such as Soda
Pop Pinksy who has pink skin and slams soda like Charles Bukowski slammed booze, King Hippo who weighs probably 800 pounds
and Don Flamingo, whose uppercut can knock you down with one
blow. This game literally brought my older brother and I to real fist
fights in our youth.

JB: “Tecmo Super Bowl.” (Nintendo)

Another, less embarrassing childhood bonding game. To this
day, my team is the Warren Mood-led Houston Oilers, using the
flea-flicker to throw to a wide-open Haywood Jefferies. Bo Jackson
created obscene statistics; 1,000-yard rushing games were not an
uncommon occurrence.

JL: NHL ’94 (Super NES)

Both the players and the puck
were disproportionately large in
comparison to the rink, but that is
just a product of the time and the
game’s engine. What the game
lacked in aesthetics it made up
for with innovative game play.
NHL ’94 introduced the “onetimer,” interactive fans, allowed
for breaking glass on checks and
shots, and it continued the trend of checking people and making
their heads bleed. Ah, the little things.
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I recall one day
as a youth entering
an arcade and seeing a green-skinned
man from Brazil
emit
electricity
from his skin and
biting the faces of
his enemies.
Though
this
game had, like, a
million spin-offs in
the arcade, on the
Genesis and Super NES, adding more characters and moves, the
original still holds a place in my heart. It was the first game I could
bet others I’d beat them in and win money off of it (I was only nine
years old, but was prone to profits even then and lead to my love of
gambling). This game made me love capitalism.

JB: The Simpsons

The bosses were never involved in the show and the majority of
enemies looked like faceless, coke-induced businessmen, but something about beating up Mr. Smithers with Marge’s vacuum cleaner
will always bring a smile to my face.

JL: WWF Wrestlefest

The simple 2D game featured all of the WWF stars from the
early ‘90s. “Wrestlefest” is also a “true” arcade game, as it was
never released on a commercial platform. The game boasted the
sports genre’s first Royal Rumble, which was often times easy to
win because you could just throw in another quarter when you were
eliminated and be entered as the next guy in. With 12 playable wrestlers and a variety of game modes, a stop at the bank to get a roll of
quarters was a must.

Multi-player
JF:
Smackdown vs
Raw 2009 (Xbox 360)

There is a certain magic in
creating a stable of wrestlers with
your pals, creating another stable
made up of people you don’t like
and beating the bejesus out of
them. The latest pro-wrestling installment even allows the pyromaniac in all of us to vent by setting
weapons under the ring on fire.
This is leisure time for some
of us on the Chronicle staff.

JB:
Perfect Dark
(Nintendo 64)

“Perfect Dark” took the “Goldeneye” formula in the 4-player
multiplayer form and added enough features to make it stand out.
Computer-controlled bots with different personalities and multi-use
weapons made playing against your friends even more of a blast.
Few things brought me joy then when friends would walk into a
vent, only to have a wall-mounted turret blast them away.

JL: Gauntlet Legends (Playstation)

Four players simultaneously walking around hacking and slashing everything in sight is the game in a nutshell. Add an economysized bag of Funyuns and a case of Mountain Dew and you have
everything you need to keep the dwindling attention span of a seventh grader in tact.

Role Playing Game
JF: Zelda (Nintendo)

Admittedly, role-playing games are not my thing. In fact, I’ve
only played one and that was “Zelda” for the NES. I’ve hated my
life ever since.

JB: Final Fantasy
X (Playstation 2)
I admit, this was the only
RPG I’ve ever finished in my
life. But that is not a negative;
“FFX” grabbed my attention
and had a great story that made
me want to commit 40 hours in
one week to finish it. And you
got to kill a whale at the endwhales have it coming.

JL: Postal (PC)

A hybrid combination between a third-person shooter
and the RPG genres, the game follows “Postal Dude” through a
fictional world where the gamer’s only mission is to kill people,
animals and anything else that can die. “Postal” has no plot and the
game is a remarkably disturbing form of catharsis.

Stealth
JF: Wolfenstein (Nintendo)

Killing Nazis and traveling through one of Hitler’s castles was
the point of this game and it was fantastic. This game introduced a
young generation of gamers to blind violence and we have loved it
ever since.
This game taught me more about shooting Nazis to death than
any history book. It also introduced me to cheat codes so I would
not have to bother with “strategy” and “skill.”

JB: Metal Gear Solid
(Playstation)

Rushing in guns a-blazin’ can be
fun, but hiding behind walls, snapping necks and being as silent as
a crowd watching a bad Ben Affleck film adds a sense of drama.
Few things make me feel as giddy
as Solid Snake roaming around a
factory in a cardboard box.

JL:
Syphon Filter
(Playstation)

My best experience with a
third-person shooter; both for
the storyline and general feel
for the game. The variety of
worlds prevents visual fatigue while the
strategy the game forced you to implement
prevented you from do the stealth equivalent of button-mashing and
running around aimlessly shooting.

Fighting

JF: Mortal Kombat II (Arcade)

Back in the 1990s, the sequel to the arcade’s most violent game
was as highly anticipated as a lost Beatles song. This game upped
the ante in the gore factor with two fatalities per character instead
one boring old one from the first game. Plus there were the “Friendships” and “Babalities” that would baffle your opponent by mocking them instead of murdering them in a gory death.
The game was so much fun I probably wasted $500 in my preteen youth on it. That is, in the arcade, computer and for my Sega
Genesis. This was the last great “Mortal Kombat” game. The next
installment had a run button and a confusing combo system for a
button masher like myself.

JB: Super Smash Bros (Nintendo 64)

At one point in life, there was a certain sense of satisfaction
from hitting Pikachu repeatedly with Mario’s hammer. It wasn’t
violent or gory, but it sure as hell was addicting. Today, you can
play this game, drunk or sober, and still not miss a beat.

JL: Mortal Kombat II (Super NES)

For its game play, Mortal
Kombat II is not the best fighting game. It does, however, hold
a sentimental place in my heart. I
first saw the game during a friend’s
birthday party when I was in the
second grade. His mother, walking into the room during a bloody
fatality, cringed at the sight of the
game and ordered we turn it off
and, subsequently, never on again.
We haggled with her, and were
able to play if we turned off the blood. This was the first time I
witnessed the power of a video game and its capacity to provoke
fear in parents.

Platform
JF: Super Mario Bros. (Nintendo)

This game influenced my life greatly. It lead me to believe that
eating “magic” mushrooms can give me super powers, as well as a
cactus flower can make my skin blink like a strobe light and allow
me to throw fire from my hands.
My “fat kid” days of youth were filled with countless hours
of punching bricks, sailing through sewer pipes and smashing the
skulls of strange mushroom shaped creatures called “Goombas.”

JB: Contra (Nintendo)

Some of my fondest and
most embarrassing childhood
memories come from this
epic game. “Contra” was the
main way my brother and I
ever bonded as children. My
obsession from this game led
to me, as a 6-year-old child,
to run around in whitey-tighties, wrap a bandana around
my head with a Super Soaker in hand and make the “pew-pew-pew”
sound effects whenever I’d fire.

JL: Super Mario Bros. 3 (Super NES)

The third installment expands on gamers’ ability to travel with
Mario. No longer is the overall-clad hero limited to walking and
running, but has the ability to fly and swim as well.
Most “Mario” storylines were similar, but the game’s saving
grace should be attributed to its creators’ ability to keep the environment of the game fresh and the evolution of cut scenes and minigames.

Simulation
JF: Oregon Trail (PC)

A black and white game that looked like crap and about finding
your way across the country was the highest form of entertainment
in the 1980s.
The trick was to be the
banker, use all your money
on ammunition and hunt for
food. Sure, 90 percent of the
people traveling with you
died of scurvy, but at least
one or two people in your
party would survive. Sometimes people died when I
would ford a river instead of
paying for a boat ride.

JB: Sim City 2000 (PC)

The first time I every laid eyes on this masterpiece was at a
relative’s house in Kansas to fight boredom from looking at wheat
fields. Because I wanted to build the coolest city ever, I ignored my
entire extended family for about eight hours. That’s when you know
you’ve found a quality game.

JL: Theme Hospital (Playstation)

Call it “The Sims” with a business plan. “Theme Hospital” was
a medical business simulator that allowed the gamer to build a hospital from the ground up. Maintaining it was a detailed process, as
you had to hire doctors down to janitors and update your hospital
with the latest medical technology.

Best Game Ever
JF: Mike Tyson’s PunchOut (Nintendo)

This game changed my life. It taught
me how to spot patterns, how the little
guy can persevere and that punching people
bigger than me can make me a hero. It was
like the movie “Rocky,” but the hero did not
lose in the end. Well, he did many times until I learned how to beat Mike Tyson like the
champ Little Mac was destined to be.

JB: Metal Gear Solid
(Playstation)

Many games have tried to make the player feel like they are in the middle of an action
movie. But no one topped what “MGS”
achieved. Solid Snake, in his bandana and
mullet-laden glory is the best video game
hero outside of Mario.

JL: Shenmue (Sega Dreamcast)
The best all-around game to find its way to a commercial console system. The interactive world and remarkably
detailed and accurate culture bring the game to life. The ability
to roam, fight, interact and solve mysteries allows the game to
fall into nearly any genre.
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ONE, TWO AND THREE
Bedroom apts, close SCSU,
also studios, large rooms,
decks, call 320-251-8284

2 BR AVAILABLE NOW
Heat/Water/Garbage/Basic
Cable included
www.nomgmt.com/mp
320-260-3448

UNIVERSITY PLACE APTS. 3
and 4 bedroom apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.
www.excelpropmgmt.com
CARETAKER NEEDED
reliable persons to maintain
common areas and grounds.
Must live on site. FREE
RENT www.nomgmt.com/
ct 320-250-7600 ext. 559
CAMPUS APTS. ON 5TH
Ave! 4 bedroom apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.
www.excelpropmgmt.com
FEMALE AND MALES,
Private rooms in 4 bedroom
apts. Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking, close. Avail. 6/1, 8/1/09
E.P.M 251-6005
BENTONWOOD. 1BR. AND
2Br. apts SE side. Busline 4/1,
5/1 & 6/1 heat/ parking incl.
Nicole 251-1925
FEBRUARY & MARCH
2 br Apts. $525-$540 includes:
Heat, Water, Garbage,
Basic Cable, and Parking.
www.nomgmt.com/fv
#320-654-8300
HOUSE AVAIL. FOR SUMMER
‘09 and/or Fall ‘09 $350 per/
person util included call
320-237-7570
4 BR APTS WITH 2
Full Baths avail 6/1/09 $230
per month selectprop.com
320-253-1154
STUDENT HOUSING UVT’S
255.00 month 320-252-2633
6 BD HOUSE!! 2 CAR GRAGE,
dishwasher washer, dryer.
265 rm 241-2667
LARGE 3 BEDROOM HOUSE.
Across from library. Heat
included. 320-259-9434
1 BEDS = 445/ MONTH
2 Beds = 600/ month
3 Beds = 840/ month
320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
MPMPROPERTIES.NET
KENT HOUSEING 10 OR 12
month lease 252-5500

ROOMMATES NEEDED
$250 mo. / close to SCSU/ on
Bus and Campus Clipper line.
320-260-3448
2BDR. OR 3BDR. HOUSE
Unit. NonSmokers. Lap dog
Maybe. 8 Ave. 320-253-5340
FOR RENT NEWLY
Remodeled 5 bedroom house,
1 block from Campus, lots of
Parking, Laundry, Renting for
June, Female, $295 call Mark
612-964-7568
TWO BEDROOM APTS,
Large rooms university, Pkg,
Heat, call 320-251-8284 www.
riversidepropertymgmt.com
BEACHWOOD 1BR, APTS
6320 7th ave. S. $410-$450.
Heat incl. 251-1925
		
HOUSES FOR RENT AVAIL
6/1/09 selectprop.com
320-253-1154
3 & 4 BDRM APTS FOR
rent website
www.ivyapartments.com Free
Cable, call 320-259-9673 today
RIVERRIDGE AND PARK
South four bedroom
apartments by hockey center
starting at $235.00 Free
Parking call Dennis Propery
MGMT
333-0500
www.dennisproperty.net
1 AND 2 BEDROOM
APTS northside, heat, paid,
A/C, laundry. Pkg., close to
Downtown and SCSU. Now, 6/1.
E.P.M. 251-6005.
SINGLE ROOMS WITH
Private bathrooms A/C, utilities
included, kitchen facilities .
Quiet & close to library. 706-6th
Ave. S. 252-9226 after 5 p.m.
LARGE 2 BDRM APTS BY
hocky center call
Rick 291-7002
1, 2,3 AND 4 BR. APTS
available now & 20092010 school year. Near
SCSU www.nomgmt.com/
se call Beth 260-3448
WWW.SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM
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4 BED HOUSES 225/ MONTH
Water. Sewer Garbage paid!
Remodeled! 320-229-1919

STUDIOS, ONE TWO AND
Three bedroom apts, close
SCSU 320-251-8284 www.
riversidepropertymgmt.com

APARTMENTS! DUPLEXES!
Homes! We have what
you want! St.Cloud Rental
Resource Inc. 320-251-4412
www.home-hound. com

3 0R 4 BDR APTS 2 FULL
baths Heat included, $250270per month security 2 blks
from library 493-9549

2 &3 BDR APTS 1/2
blk from library Heat
included security 493-9549
4 BDR APTS 2 FULL BATHS
A/C, D/W security $250-$270
per month 493-9549
MVII TWO AND THREE
Bedroom, Large Rooms,
Decks, Heat paid, close SCSU,
reasonable, call 320-251-8284
STATESIDE APTS. SPACIOUS
4 Bedroom apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. Close,
Quiet. E.P.M. 251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com
NOW RENTING FOR
2009- 2010 school year.
www.nomgmt.com/se
Call Beth 320-260-3448
4 BED APTS STARTING AT
$220/ month Heat Water
Cable Garbage all included!
320-229-1919
COLLEGIATEVIEW 2BR. APTS
Near Hockey Center Nicole
251-1925
TIRED OF THE DORMS?
very affordable 1 & 2
bedroom apartments close to
campus. Free cable, parkinh,
heat, water, garbage www.
nomgmt.com/FV 260-3448
4 BD HOUSE!! GARAGE,
washer, dryer, close to
campus 300 rm. 241-2667
LARGE 2 BDRM APTS BY
hocky center call
Rick 291-7002
3,4 OR 5 BDR APTS A/CD/W security 2 full baths heat
included 493-9549
SIGN A 12 MONTH LEASE
& June & July are $50 we also
have 10 month leases. & Free
Cable www.ivyapartments.com
or call 259-9673
FOUR BR TWO BA HOME
Close to SCSU call
952-356-9278
3, 4, 5 BEDROOM Apartments
for rent!!! Prime location! 2
blocks from campus! utilites
paid for landlord new carpet!
affordable rent 320-492-1230

2 BDR APTS 10 $ 12 MONTH
leases Heat included A/C-D/W
securing 493-9549
1 & 2 BEDR APTS.S NEAR
dwntwn and Campus, Historic,
Quiet bldgs. with lots of
“character” 320-253-4681
CHARLAMAINE
Across from Halenbeck Hall
four bedroom apartments new
carpet, appliances heated
garage best in student housing
Dennis Property Management
333-0500
www.dennisproperty.net
ACROSS FROM SCSU
Library Large 4 bedroom house
1300.00 mo 320-202-9686
1 STOP SHOPPING! CLOSE
to SCSU from single bedrooms
to 3 bedroom apartments
starting at $250 www.nomgmt.
com/se Beth 320-260-3448
BRIDGEVIEW WEST
three or four bedroom
apartments ten and twelve
month leases starting at $255.00
per month new appliances
carpet ect. Dennis Property
MGMT 320-333-0500 www.
dennisproperty.net
4 OR 5 BDR APTS 1 BLK
from campus 2 Full Baths A/C,
D/W heat, paid security 10 or
12 month 493-9549
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
Huge 2 Bedroom. Halenbeck.
$300. June. 320-980-2769
EASTBANK APARTMENTS.
3 Bedroom apartments. Heat,
Parking included. 320-259-9434
WWW.STCLOUDRENTAL.COM
HOUSE AVAIL. FOR SUMMER
‘09 and/or Fall ‘09 $350 per/
person util included call 320237-7570
OLYMPIC II-525 13TH
STREET 3 or 4 bedrooms-beg.
at $245. 10 or 12 mo leases
651-361-0803
SINGLE ROOMS, 1BDR.,
2BDR., 3BDR. apts. Remodeled
house. Laundry 320-253-5340

ACROSS FROM HOCKEY
center classic ten or twelve
month lease $285.00 &
$265.00 same for Bridgeview
South come see us for best
prices Dennis Property MGT.
320-333-0500
www.dennisproperty.net
WESTVIEW APTS. ON 7TH
Ave. 4 bedroom apts.,
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking E.P.M 251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com
STUDENTS HOUSING
Going Fast
call now!
www.nomgmt.com/se
320-654-8300
STUDENT HOUSING “09-10”
6/1 and 8/1 houses and apts.
251-1925
HOUSES, HOUSES, HOUSES.
6,7,8,9 &10 Br. 1-6 Blocks heat
and parking Incl. Nicole
251-1925

2, 3, 4 & 5 BDR APTS
various locations 10 or 12 month
leases 493-9549
FOR RENT NEWLY
Remodeled 5 bedroom house,
1 block from campus, lots
of Parking, Laundry, renting
for June, Female, call Mark
612-964-7568
LARGE 3 BDRMtownhomes by Halenbeck hall
call Rick 291-7002
NOW RENTING
for 2009-2010 school year
www.nomgmt.com/se
320-654-8300
6 BEDROOM HOUSE ON
6th ave., large bedrooms,
2 baths, heat paid, D/W,
Laundry, Parking, Clean, Close,
Excel Prop. 251-6005
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES.
Heat and electric included.
Clean, quiet. 320-259-9434

ROOMS FOR RENT $230 PER
month selectprop.com
320-253-1154

FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE
for ren $1200.00 a month off
street parking washer dryer
493-3295

2 OR 4 BDR APT IN
house 1/2 blk from library heat
included 493-9549

MPMPROPERTIES.NET
Houses/apt’s/townhomes. 1-6
blocks Nicole 251-1925

LARGE 3 BDRMtownhomes by Halenbeck hall
call Rick 291-7002
2 BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
campus A/C D/W security 10
or 12 months 493-9549
5,6,7 BEDROOM HOUSES.
Absolutely Huge bedrooms!!
2 kitchens, 2 bathrooms
2 familyrooms central air
conditioning! free new washer
dryer! 3 blocks from campus!!
Free Parking 320-492-1230
LARGE 2 BDRM IN 4-PLEX
by Halenbeck hall
call 291-7002
OLYMPIC II- 525 13TH
street 3 or 4 bedrooms- beg.
at $245. 10 or 12 mo leases
651-361-0803
STUDENT HOUSING
mpmproperties.net

ATTENTION
NINTENTDO Wii 4 REMOTES
accessories,6 games, 12
downloaded Classics- $400
obo Call 320-333-5934
YORKSHIRES 9 WEEKS OLD
Great Pedigree! $500
CALL 218-256-1849
FREE BUS TO WESTWOOD
Church every Sunday
Leave from Atwood 9:45am
Return 12:15
? 230-6700 or
westwoodstcloud.org
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Mjelleli
Continued from Page 12
and a USHL all-star.
“Once a Buc, always a
Buc,” Mjelleli said. “Everything is basically the same.
It’s bringing back a lot of
great memories.”
Buccaneers coach J.P.
Parise was Mjelleli’s coach
at Shattuck St. Mary’s and
their families are close. Des
Moines has been looking to
add a third coach throughout
most of the season.
“He has a great background to be a great coach,”
Parise said. “He has had to
work hard for every success
he has achieved. He knows
what it takes to go far. And
he’s not much older than the
players he coaches, but he has
a lot of knowledge to help
them.”
Mjelleli was given a standing ovation in his first game
on the bench.
“I couldn’t believe they remembered me,” Mjelleli said.
“It made me very proud to be
such a big part of the successful Buccaneers history.”
He has also made his first
scouting trip to South St.
Paul.
“All the other scouts were
much older,” Mjelleli said. “I
felt a little bit out of place but
I’m getting the hang of it. It’s
something I’ve wanted to do
it for a long time now.”
As he progresses he can’t

help but find himself turning
back to SCSU.
“Coach Motzko was such
a big influence on me, it’s like
he was molding me for this all
along,” Mjelleli said. “Everything that I learned from those
experiences with teammates
and coaches will definitely be
used to help my current players reach the next level.”
Mjelleli was part of a pretty successful span in Husky
history. He played at St. Paul
in the WCHA Final Five three
straight years and made the
NCAA tournament twice (and
missed a third by one win).

go to graduate school, like he
considered over the summer
or possibly a non-hockey related occupation.
He has the smarts.
Mjelleli was a 2008 finalist for the Lowe’s Senior
CLASS Award (awarded to
student athletes who excel in
the classroom, community,
personal character and in
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competition) and was a threetime WCHA all-academic
member.
He double-majored in
business marketing and communication studies.
But being a rink rat who
has lived through the tale of
arguably the greatest sports
movie ever, makes it awfully
hard to quit.

Pitchers
Continued from Page 10

locate their strikes and not just throw strikes down the middle of the plate,” Dolan said of Deminsky, Scott, Logan Birr
and Pat DeLaHunt. “Whether it’s the Twins, Yankees, college
or high school, when you get quality starting pitching, you’re
going to be in most every ball game.”
During spring break, SCSU went to Arizona and had their
biggest string of success this season, going 9-1 in the desert.
Scott credits the staff’s depth and the Huskies’ defensive
prowess as the catalyst for SCSU’s run.
“Our team chemistry is great. This year we’re clicking really well together, having a lot of fun together,” Scott said.
“We’re working well, our pitching has a lot of depth. If I turn
the ball over to someone, I have confidence that they’re going
to get the job done.”

NBA Playoff Standings

Baseball

Western Conference
W

L PCT

1. LA Lakers
2. San Antonio
3. Houston
4. Denver
5. New Orleans
6. Utah
7. Portland
8. Dallas

56
47
47
45
44
44
44
42

14
24
26
26
25
26
27
28

.800
.662
.644
.634
.638
.629
.620
.600

Phoenix

39 31 .557

GB

9.5
10.5
11.5
11.5
12
12.5
14
17

Eastern Conference

Indecision 2010
As for the future, Mjelleli
has no clue.
“I don’t want to be like a
Brett Favre but it’s tough to
make up your mind,” Mjelleli said. “When you’re on
the bench as a coach, you just
want to jump out for a shift.
I’m such a rink rat I think I’ll
always have the itch to play.”
The Buccaneers are planning on having him back on
staff.
“All intentions are to keep
him with us,” Parise said.
“He has a ton of potential to
really grow as a coach and I
think we can help him really
get things started.”
Mjelleli could chose to

Sports
Scoreboard

1. Cleveland
2. Boston
3. Orlando
4. Atlanta
5. Miami
6. Philadelphia
7. Detroit
8. Chicago

W
58
54
52
42
38
37
34
34

L
13
18
18
30
33
33
36
38

PCT
.817
.750
.743
.583
.535
.529
.486
.472

GB
4.5
5.5
16.5
20
20.5
23.5
24.5

Charlotte
Milwaukee
New Jersey
Indiana
New York

31
31
30
30
28

40
41
41
42
43

.437 27
.431 27.5
.423 28
.417 28.5
.394 30

NHL Playoff Standings
Western Conference

Photo courtesy of Marty Mjelleli

In four seasons at SCSU, Marty Mjelleli scored seven
goals and had 14 assists while playing in 69 games
from 2004-2008.
Dolan noted that in the six games SCSU has lost this season, five have been by one run.
“Realistically, to be 22-6, I’m not going to say we’re surprised but we’re definitely pleased,” Dolan said.
This weekend, the Huskies were scheduled to take on NSIC
rival Mary in Bismarck, N.D. However, due to flooding in the
area, the game has been postponed. Instead, SCSU has scheduled a game against Wisconsin-Superior on Sunday. The game
will be played at Veterans Field in Minnetonka.
The coaches put their players’ safety ahead of playing baseball.
“It would be nice to get the games in but the bottom line
is you got to look at the safety of the student athletes,” Dolan
said.
With their hot start, the Huskies know they have to keep the
pace up with the NSIC season in full effect.
“We know we’re going to be in some tough situations like
in Concordia and Mankato,” Scott said. “We have a lot of good
competition here, you have to bring your ‘A’ game every time.
“As long as we can keep our confidence and be able to
battle through adversity, I think we’ll be OK.”

1. Detroit
2. San Jose
3. Calgary
4. Chicago
5. Vancouver
6. Columbus
7. Edmonton
8. Anaheim

W
49
48
42
38
39
38
35
36

L OTL PTS
16 9 107
14 10 106
24 6
90
22 11 87
24 9
87
28 7
73
29 9
79
31 6
78

Nashville
St. Louis
Minnesota
Dallas
Los Angeles

35
34
34
33
30

30 8
30 9
31 8
32 8
33 10

78
77
76
74
70

Eastern Conference
1. Boston
2. New Jersey
3. Washington
4. Philadelphia
5. Carolina
6. NY Rangers
7. Pittsburgh
8. Montreal

W
46
47
45
40
40
39
39
37

L OTL PTS
17 10 102
23 3
97
23 7
97
22 10 90
28 7
87
27 8
86
27 8
86
27 9
83

Florida
Buffalo
Toronto
Ottawa

35
34
31
32

27 11
30 8
30 13
30 10

81
76
75
74

NSIC Standings
Team:
Wayne State (NE)
Minnesota State
St. Cloud State
Augustana
SW Minnesota State
Winona State
Minnesota Duluth
Upper Iowa
Mary
Concordia St. Paul
Minnesota Crookston
Bemidji State
Northern State

NSIC
W L
4 0		
4 0		
3 1		
3 1		
0 0		
0 0		
0 0		
0 0		
0 0		
1 3		
1 3		
0 4		
0 4		

Overall
W L
13 6
11 9
22 6
11 6
10 1
6 7
8 10
5 9
3 17
16 6
3 15
7 15
4 12

Games Today (Double-header)
Concordia St. Paul vs Minnesota Duluth

Games Saturday

Bemidji State at Augustana
Upper Iowa at Minnesota State
SW Minnesota State at Northern State
Winona State at Minnesota Crookston

Games Sunday (Double-headers)

St. Cloud State vs. Wisconsin-Superior
(at Minnetonka)
Bemidji State at Augustana
Upper Iowa at Minnesota State
SW Minnesota State at Northern State
Winona State at Minnesota Crookston

Softball
NSIC Standings
Team:

NSIC
Overall
WL
WL
Minnesota State
0 0			 19 5
Winona State
0 0			 18 5
Wayne State (NE)
0 0			 15 11
Concordia St. Paul
0 0			 16 12
Upper Iowa
0 0			 9 7
Minnesota Duluth
0 0			 9 11
St. Cloud State
0 0			 13 18
Bemidji State
0 0			 5 7
SW Minnesota State 0 0			 8 14		
MN State Moorhead 0 0			 4 8
Augustana
0 0			 5 16
Mary
0 0			 5 18
Northern State
0 0			 3 12
Minnesota Crookston 0 0			 0 8
Games Today (Double-header)
Winona State at Wisconsin Parkside

Games Saturday (Double-headers)
Minnesota Duluth at St. Cloud State
MN State Moorhead at Wayne State (NE)
Northern State at Winona State
Minnesota State at SW Minnesota State
Bemidji State at Concordia St. Paul
Minnesota Crookston at Augustana

Games Sunday		
Bemidji State at St. Cloud State
Minnesota Crookston at Wayne State (NE)
Northern State at Upper Iowa
Minnesota Duluth at Concordia St. Paul
MN State Moorhead at Augustana
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AL Central success hinges on these five players
I created a preseason
award in order to further understand what
it will take for
a team to be
successful in
the American
League Central
this season.
H ow eve r,
Tyler
Ohmann players may
not want to
get this award,
because it comes with a burden.
That burden includes
knowing that the player’s
team revolves around their
success, and that they will
be infused with tremendous
pressure to perform, otherwise certain failure will become of their team.
The award, given to the
player with the most to prove,
or the one who is the most
crucial to their teams success,

is called the Most Pivotal
Player award or M.P.P.
Getting the M.P.P. award
comes with a great deal of
responsibility. Not only does
it mean that great things are
expected of the player, but it
also means I just threw a giant mountain of rocks on their
back, which that player will
need to carry up a mountain
(the regular season) and not
shed them off until the reach
the top (division champs).
Now, to the awards:

In order for the Sox to
contend he must stay healthy.
He was injured near the end
of last season; and the Sox
nearly blew the division
crown. Also, since the White
Sox have improved their
starting pitching, and already
have a solid bullpen, Quentin
will need to make sure he can
jump start the offense.

Chicago White Sox:
Carlos Quentin

Gomez came out firing
at the beginning of last season having his best month
in May, batting .299, swiping six bases and scoring 17
runs.
The rest of the season
was mostly disappointing
for Twins fans; as his average dipped and finished at
a measly .258, and he only

Quentin had a breakout
year slugging 36 home runs
and driving in 100 RBIs in
just 480 at-bats last season.
He was a huge part of their
success last year, and is pertinent to it this season.

Minnesota Twins:
Carlos Gomez

stole 12 bases after the AllStar break.
In order for the Twins to
capture that division title,
they must get more consistent play out of Gomez. His
defense is there, but he needs
to utilize his speed on offense, bunting and stretching
out infield hits.

Cleveland Indians:
Fausto Carmona
Coming off a stellar 2007
campaign where he managed
to throw 215 innings and
keep his ERA to a minimal
3.06, Carmona blew up in
2008. Granted. he was coming from off-season surgery.
However he finished with a
5.44 ERA and 70 walks in
120 innings pitched, none too
impressive.
In order for the Indians to

contend for the Central crown
this year, Carmona will need
to step up and show them
that he can be a phenomenal
number two starter. If he does
that, look out for the tribe this
season.

Kansas City Royals:
Mike Jacobs
Jacobs was shipped over
from the Florida Marlins
to give the Royals a much
needed power boost, as they
finished second to last in the
A.L. in home runs last season.
Jacobs, who jacked 32 big
ones last year, needs to get hot
quick and pulsate the energy
from his play to the rest of his
young teammates. The addition of Coco Crisp will give
Jacobs more opportunities to
best his career high 93 RBIs
obtained last season.

Minnesota needs another Division I team

California and New York
both have 24 of them. Texas
has 21 and
North Carolina has 18.
Utah has six
and Wisconsin has four,
as does Iowa.
Tim
Idaho
has
Stang three and so
does Kansas.
Both
North
and South Dakota have two.
Minnesota joins Wyoming, Maine and Vermont as
the only states with one.
If you haven’t figured it
out yet, this is the number of
Men’s Division I basketball
teams in each state.
For more than a few reasons, Minnesota should have
more Division I programs.
Look no further than the
results of last weekend’s
opening rounds of the NCAA
tournament and one would
see that The Minnesota State
High School League produc-

es enough talented players to
promote a few schools from
the NSIC, which SCSU is in,
to the next level.
There were 19 players on
teams in the field of 65 from
the “land of 10,000 lakes.”
The “North Star State” was
represented from Cal-State
Northridge (Xavier Crawford, Richfield) to Cornell
(Ryan Wittman, Eden Prairie).
Ten native Minnesotans,
including Ben Woodside,
Cole Aldrich and Isaiah
Dahlman, returned home last
week with their teams to play
at the Metrodome for opening round action. Woodside
and Aldrich had arguably the
best individual performance
of any in the tournament.
Woodside, from Albert Lea, scored 37 points
in nearly leading the North
Dakota State Bison to a firstround upset of Aldrich’s
Kansas Jayhawks. The Bison
also had 15 points and 12 re-

bounds from Morris native
Brett Winkelman. Two more
Minnesotans, Dejuan Flowers and Josh Vaughn, scored
a combined five points for
the Bison.
It is a good thing they
did not beat the Jayhawks,
though. Otherwise Minnesota fans would have missed
the second-round performance by Bloomington’s
Cole Aldrich. Aldrich had a
triple-double with 13 points,
20 rebounds and 10 blocked
shots.
So the talent is there. Now
how can a school like SCSU,
UMD or MSU-Mankato keep
those players from going out
of state?
Surely Dahlman (Braham) who is playing at Michigan State and Aldrich would
have been any school in this
state league if they looked
past the U. And it appears as
though no school in the state
could offer what Wittman is
looking for academically.

But Woodside was only
offered two Division I scholarships; you would have to
believe he would have looked
into any offer he got. Same
goes for the other seven Minnesota exiles who suited up
for the Bison.
Anyone who has everbeen to Cedar Falls, Iowa
would have to think that
Travis Brown (Richfield) or
Kwadzo Ahelegbe (Oakdale)
would have at least considered a Minnesota school
before settling on Northern
Iowa.
P.J. Hill (Minneapolis)
who had 9 points and 8 rebounds for Ohio State in their
loss to Siena, had to play two
years at a community college
before the Buckeyes brought
him in.
Local St. Cloud product
Jonathan Williams might
have stayed in St. Cloud to
be “The Guy” instead of
playing a minimal role on the
Gophers bench. Or Princeton

native Jared Berggren might
not have left the state all together to play for Bo Ryan at
Wisconsin.
There are a number ofMinnesota schools large
enough for the move up too.
SCSU’s enrollment of
about 17,000 students and
UMD’s student population of
11,190 are larger than a number of participating teams.
Siena won a game with
a student population of only
3,000. Cleveland State, with
9,847 students, produced the
biggest upset of the tournament by beating Wake Forest. Gonzaga is still playing,
while their student body has
only 4,515 students.
While NSIC trophies
look nice in the cabinet and
the Division II Championships Winona State won were
fun to watch, it would be interesting to see how a second team of Minnesota high
school players could perform
at the Division I level.

Detroit Tigers:
Justin Verlander

Lastly, and least, as far as
last season’s standings go is
the Detroit Tigers.
Last year Verlander was
supposed to be their ace,
after posting 3.66 and 3.63
ERAs the previous two seasons. However, Verlander
battled injury and a tired arm
and finished last season with
a meager 11-17 record and a
high 4.84 ERA.
This is a disappointing
stat line for an expected ace
of a pitching staff.
In order for the Tigers to
lift themselves from their current basement dwelling, Verlander will need to transform
back into the ace he proved to
be in ’06 and ’07. Otherwise
they will be in the basement
for yet another season.

NCAA Division I teams
(by state)

Alabama: 9
Alaska: 0
Arizona: 3
Arkansas: 5
California: 24
Colorado: 5
Connecticut: 7
Delaware: 2
Florida: 13
Georgia: 7
Hawaii: 1
Idaho: 3
Illinois: 12
Indiana: 10
Iowa: 4
Louisiana: 13
Kansas: 3
Kentucky: 6
Maine: 1
Maryland: 8
Massachusetts: 6
Michigan: 7
Minnesota: 1
Mississippi: 6
Missouri: 5
Montana: 2
Nebraska: 2
Nevada: 2
New Hampshire: 2
New Jersey: 5
New Mexico: 2
New York: 24
North Carolina: 18
North Dakota: 2
Ohio: 12
Oklahoma: 4
Oregon: 4
Pennsylvania: 14
Rhode Island: 2
South Carolina: 10
South Dakota: 2
Texas: 21
Tennessee: 11
Utah: 6
Vermont: 1
Virginia: 13
Washington: 5
Washington D.C.: 4
West Virginia: 2
Wisconsin: 4
Wyoming: 1
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Freshman
Krieg leads
pitching staff
Tim Stang
Asst. Sports Editor

The transition from high
school to college softball
generally takes some time,
which is why it is rather surprising that Huskies pitcher
Brit Krieg threw a no-hitter
midway through her first season.
Krieg has pitched in a
team high 20 of the Huskies 31 games, starting 15 of
them. Her 15 decisions are
the most on the team. She
also leads the team in wins
with seven, strikeouts with
53 and innings pitched with
99.1. She also has the only
save so far this season.
Her strong performance
early on in her career is especially important because of
the overall team youth. The
Huskies roster has eight first
year players and six sophomores.
“It takes a little time for
young hitters to adjust to
college pitching,” said head
coach Paula U’Ren. “So with
our lineup made up of mostly
first year players and sophomores we needed her (Krieg)
to throw great for us.”
The amount of games
Krieg has appeared in at such
an early stage in her career
has surprised many including
Krieg.
“I didn’t think I would be
pitching this much, but an injury forced me into this role,”
said Krieg, the team leader
with a 3.24 ERA. “I thought
I would be the third of fourth
pitcher all winter.”
Krieg added that the
biggest adjustments she
has made to her life here at
SCSU have been off the softball field.
“The biggest change I
have had to make is managing time,” Krieg said. “I don’t
have much of a life during
the season as a college athlete. So spending time with
friends is not as easy with
school and softball.”
U’Ren knew Krieg would
eventually step into a role
as a front-end pitcher along
with Kaity Strever, but even
she didn’t expect her to pitch
so well so soon.
“We knew we needed a
pitcher,” U’Ren said. “We
needed that 1-2 punch. We
were hoping to Krieg would
give us that, but we did not
realize she would so fast. It
has been exciting for us.”
Krieg came to SCSU
from Hudson, Wis. where
she earned four letters on
the softball field. She earned
three All-District awards as a
three-time Big Rivers Con-

Softball
ference First Teamer and
posted a 0.78 ERA her senior
season.
U’Ren said there are a
number of reasons make
Krieg a good pitcher.
“She has a couple different pitches in her arsenal.
Her mound presence is great
too. She is consistent at all
times,” U’Ren said. “You
would never be able to tell if
she just struck a batter out or
walked one.
“She was also selected a
captain by her peers so she
has some leadership ability. She has a lot of softball
knowledge and a desire to
be great. She loves pressure
situations. We threw her into
the fire right away against
some of the top teams in our
conference as well as some
Division I teams.”
And Krieg has responded to those pressure situations with some impressive
games. She has two shutouts
including the no-hitter in
the Huskies 4-0 victory over
Northern State in the Husky
Dome.
Krieg struck out three
while walking zero. If not for
two errors in the field by the
Huskies, Krieg would have
had a perfect game.
“That was exciting,”
Krieg said. “I knew about it
all along and I was just hoping that I did not screw it
up.”
Krieg added that she has
experience throwing no-hitters as she threw a couple her
senior year of high school.
U’Ren said Krieg had
particularly good use of her
pitching ability that day.
“Her rise ball was really
hopping that day. She also
throws a screwball and she
did a nice job using all three
of her pitches,” U’Ren said.
“She also had some timely
pitches at the right time.”
Krieg nearly threw another no-hitter a few days
later when she struck out five
batters and limited Bemidji
State to just one hit in a complete game shutout victory
that the Huskies won 2-0.
Krieg said she and the
team, which is off to a 13-18
start, should only get better
with time.
“We are a really big class,
so it is really important that
we all stick with it,” Krieg
said.
Krieg and the rest of the
Huskies will open the NSIC
schedule with double-headers
this weekend against Minnesota Duluth on Saturday and
Bemidji State on Sunday,
both at the Husky Dome.
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Pitchers David Deminsky (left) and Tim Scott (right) have combined for 10 wins this season for the 20-4
Huskies, the team’s best start in 28 years.

Northwoods exposure
Opponents in the
Northwoods League
last summer, pitchers
David Deminsky and
Tim Scott lead SCSU’s
undefeated starting
staff
Joe Brown
Sports Editor
SCSU junior pitchers David Deminsky and Tim Scott’s work in the pitching
staff has set the groundwork for the Huskies’ best start since 1981.
But in the summer of 2008, Deminsky and Scott were not teammates —
they were opposition in the Northwoods
League, a summer collegiate league
based in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa,
Michigan and Canada.

End of a run
Scott, whose 6-0 record leads SCSU
in wins, spent a full season with the
Rochester Honkers, going 2-6 with a
4.14 ERA and 45 strikeouts.

After stints in the
ECHL this season,
former Husky Marty
Mjelleli takes his
chance as an
assistant coach
Staff Writer

Along with throwing a no-hitter on Feb. 27, freshman pitcher Brit Krieg leads the 13-18 Huskies with
seven wins and a 3.24 ERA.

manager Tony Arnerich left the team in
order to advance his collegiate coaching
career.
Having more experience in the summer league, Scott had a piece of advice
for his teammate: enjoy the ride.
“Just stick with it, it’s a long season.
I know midway through last summer I
was getting tired,” Scott said. “Just grind
through it and have fun.
“It’s a great league, great fans and
it’s a lot of fun and enjoy it while you
can.”

Local kid living the dream A dominant staff
Despite playing last summer, Deminsky will be a relative fresh face for his
team, the St. Cloud River Bats. During
his brief stay, Deminsky finished 1-1
with a 1.59 ERA with eight strikeouts in
two appearances.
For the Sartell native, playing for the
River Bats is a dream come true.
“It’s kind of surreal, it feels pretty
good to play in the local area,” Deminsky said. “I’ve been looking up to these
guys my whole life. It’s a great experience.”
This season for the Huskies, Deminsky leads the team with 52 strikeouts en
route to a 4-0 record.
Deminsky is already signed on to
play for the River Bats next season, as
the team goes through a transition as

Huskies head coach Pat Dolan, who
is a frequent at River Bats games at Joe
Faber Field, enjoys having his players in
the Northwoods League in order to bring
the players’ skill levels up for SCSU.
“I think that both of them pitching in
the Northwoods League against a lot of
Division I-type of players, I think that
both Tim and David had success with
them,” Dolan said. “There’s aren’t many
people that work harder than them. They
go to practice every day and do all the
small things.”
This season, the second-year coach
has a starting staff that has not lost a
game in 29 appearances.
“We have real good pitchers that can
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Mjelleli tests skill with X’s and O’s

Jake Laxen

Jakob Gilk / Visuals Editor

“It was great playing in summer for
Rochester,” he said. “I think it just shows
you that you have to be a competitor and
that you want to be out there.
“That helps a lot being out here in St.
Cloud State.”
After spending the last two summers
committed to the Honkers, Scott will
not be returning to the team, focusing
instead on his biomedical degree.
“I’ll be volunteering at the hospital
this summer,” Scott said. “Hopefully,
I’ll find a job and make some money.”

Earlier this year, Marty
Mjelleli felt like he was living
in a movie. And it just so happened to be his favorite flick:
“Slapshot.”
“I’m the biggest rink rat
ever,” said Mjelleli, who
played for the Huskies from
2004-08. “I was just eating it
up. A great experience to be a
part of.”
Mjelleli graduated from
SCSU to pro hockey this summer, earning himself a roster
spot on the Johnstown Chiefs.
The Chiefs are the muse for
the 1977 minor league hockey
comedy starring Paul Newman, and a Colorado Avalanche affiliate.
The film was shot around
the city and at Cambria County War Memorial Arena, the
Chiefs’ home stadium.
“Everywhere you go there
is something from the movie
or something that reminds you
of the movie,” Mjelleli said.
“We all go to the bar ‘Aces’
just like in the movie. And it’s
just as raggedy as ever.
“Our bus driver was in
the movie. And in the locker
room there is a little tribute
to the Hanson Brothers. Even
the fans mostly come from
mill and are just real bluecollar.”

When he hit the ice, the
movie was quite reminiscent
in his mind.
“When I scored my first
goal I looked up and saw
Joe McGrath’s office,” Mjelleli said. “And then you look
around and see the press box.
It’s definitely different to
watch the movie now having
sort of been through it.”
But Mjelleli, who began
the season with the Thrashers’ affiliate Gwinnett Gladiators, got caught up in the
ever-present transactions flux
of the ECHL.
For the Chiefs he played
in 16 games, scored a goal,
assisted three others and spent
eight minutes in the very same
penalty box that the Hanson
Brothers frequented in the
movie.
“If you take a look at the
Eastern League transactions
you will see a pretty big list,”
Mjelleli said. “I was playing
pretty good but then you wonder, ‘Oh my God, what went
wrong.’ But that is just the
layout of the land. It’s a domino effect and it just trickles
down.”
Mjelleli is also at a disadvantage because he wasn’t
drafted and hasn’t reached a
big enough contract. The minor league moves tend to be
very financially motivated.

Back to the Bucs
Upon his release, Mjelleli
had offers from Wheeling and
Cincinnati. But he turned them
down to get a break from the
uncertain lifestyle of being a
minor league hockey player.
“Do I miss the lifestyle
of being a pro athlete? Yes

Photo courtesy of Marty Mjelleli

In 16 games with the ECHL’s Jamestown Chiefs,
Marty Mjelleli scored one goal and three assists.
Mjelleli took an assistant coaching position with the
Des Moines Buccaneers.
and no,” Mjelleli said. “There
is nothing I love more than
being out on the ice, but the
shuffling gets to you a little
bit. You really couldn’t go
grocery shopping for more
than two days.”

Instead he returned to
his old junior team, the Des
Moines Buccaneers, to become an assistant coach/
scout. He was a team captain
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